
NOW WHAT?
The last few months have affected the way we all think about life. For

many, particularly younger people, the Covid experience has resulted in

the most significant levels of adversity they have ever experienced.

Our purpose written "The COVID Experience" presentation sees Life

Choices Ambassador, Andrew Fisher, talk to students about "where to

next?"  

Andrew challenges the students to think through what they learnt

about themselves, and the community they are a part of, during this

time. What positives can they draw from the experience and what

reflections can they build on for a more positive future?

So where to from here?  The Program seeks to focus students' attention

on understanding themselves and how they've reacted to the adversity

of this experience. 

Andrew links this back to the fact that we are the sum of the influences

and experiences of our lives, and Covid provides students with a great

circuit breaker to stop & consider this and what affect it might be

having on their happiness and well-being.

As with all Life Choices Presentations, Andrew will push the students to

understand that we have many choices, but the one choice we don't

have is to be passive or lazy as that is where the problems begin. 

We should always be seeking to learn from the experiences we have

been through and Andrew will motivate students to remember who
they want to be needs to influence who they are today.

Contact us today to arrange a virtual booking - 02 9541 8566. 

 

THE COVID EXPERIENCE
A Life Choices Presentation

"We can't control what happens to us, but we can control
our reaction..."

The COVID Experience

Isolation

Social Comparison

Digital Dependence

Moving On

Trust

Purpose

The Positives

Relationships

Self-Evaluation

Self- Reflection

Self-Control

Capacity

Resilience

Happiness & Well-being

Don't Be Passive

Digitally via Vimeo Link

Length of Time: 20 mins

Bonus: Video Tour of

Andrew's Race Car

FREE for State High

Schools subject to

students & teachers

completing feedback

forms via Survey Monkey

(takes 5 mins & links

provided).
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